
 
 

JORDAN WINGS COLLECTION 
 
A new vision of luxury streetwear that takes Jordan Icons to unprecedented heights. 
 

• The Jordan Wings Collection is the Brand’s most pinnacle product expression to date. 

• It’s an expression of ascension – of soaring beyond – and features iconic designs that have been elevated 
to an heirloom state and built to last for generations. 

• The collection pays respect to the staples that cemented Jordan Brand’s iconic status in sport, culture, and 
style—from 1984 to today. 

• Made in Italy, each limited-edition piece merges meticulous craftsmanship, rich materials, and 
underscores the Brand’s commitment to excellence. 

 
PRODUCT DETAILS 
Apparel 
JORDAN WINGS PONCHO  
Made in Italy by the creators of the world’s most prestigious luxury blankets, the Jordan Wings Poncho merges 
sumptuous warmth with standout style. Crafted in a cashmere blend, the nylon-lined design features a bold Wings 
logo on the back. The hood’s drawstrings stand out with metallic gold aglets and magnetic cubes that form the 
Wings logo. Available in black.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Cashmere-blend material  
• Oversized Wings logo 
• Magnetic Wings drawstring detail  

 
JORDAN WINGS HOODIE  
Made in Italy using the most premium fleece ever used by Jordan, this elevated hoodie brings a luxurious look and 
feel to a favorite layering piece. The all-cotton, unisex design features a 3D-embroidered Wings logo on the center 
chest and a contoured hood. The hood’s drawstrings get a refined look through metallic gold aglets and magnetic 
cubes that form the Wings logo. Available in black, off-white, or gray.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Make with premium fleece 
• 3D-embroidered logo 
• Magnetic cubes create Wings logo  

 
JORDAN WINGS VARSITY JACKET 
Made in Italy, the Jordan Wings Varsity Jacket merges luxury materials and classic sport style. The cashmere-blend 
body features leather shoulder construction in a wing-like design, and an allover embroidered Air Jordan 
monogram. Matching satin lining and ribbed cuffs and collar complete the traffic-stopping look. Available in black 
or off-white. 
 
Points of Distinction  

• Cashmere-blend material 

• Wing-inspired leather shoulder construction 

• Allover embroidered Air Jordan monogram 
 
JORDAN WINGS DIAMOND SHORTS 



Inspired by MJ’s iconic Chicago uniform, the diamond shorts are a classic street style staple. The Jordan Wings 
Diamond Shorts reimagine an icon in buttery lambskin—and in perfect detail: The design mimics the OG through 
mesh-like perforations and a ribbed waistband that’s hand sewn to duplicate the original. Lined in nylon, the 
unisex shorts have side pockets and an interior drawcord for a custom fit. A diamond-framed Wings logo on each 
side completes the luxurious replica that’s made in Italy. Available in black. 
 
Points of Distinction  

• Inspired by Jordan Diamond shorts 
• Made with supple lambskin 
• Hand-sewn waistband mimics OG design  

 
JORDAN WINGS TRACK JACKET  
A modern take on MJ’s iconic warmup look, the 3D-embroidered wings design on each sleeve brings show-stopping 
impact to the Jordan Wings Track Jacket. Made in Italy with premium nylon, the unisex design features a standup 
collar and an Air Jordan monogram jacquard lining. A hidden zipper under each sleeve provides ventilation. 
Available in black or off-white. 
 
Points of Distinction  

• 3D-embroidered wing design on sleeves 
• Hidden zipper under each sleeve 
• Air Jordan monogram jacquard lining  

 
JORDAN WINGS TRACK PANTS  
Starring an allover Air Jordan monogram jacquard, the Jordan Wings Track Pant is made in Italy using premium 
nylon. A modern take on MJ’s iconic warmup look, the unisex design has two side pockets, one back pocket, and an 
interior drawcord for a custom fit. Elastic cuffs have a hidden zipper for versatile style. Available in black or off-
white.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Allover Air Jordan monogram jacquard 
• Hidden zipper on cuffs 
• Soft-touch nylon fabric  

 
JORDAN WINGS PHOTO SWEATER  
The Jordan Wings Photo Sweater captures brand DNA in a first-publicized image of MJ in his inaugural Chicago 
Bulls game. Framing the photo of an under-the-basket dunk: an Air Jordan monogram jacquard down each sleeve. 
Made in Italy, the cotton-blend sweater has ribbed neck and cuffs for a refined look. Available in a black- white-
and-gray design.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• First publicized image from MJ’s first Bull’s game 
• Air Jordan monogram jacquard on sleeves 
• Cotton-blend fabric  

 
JORDAN WINGS KNOT SWEATER  
Meticulously hand-stitched to the sweater in a seven-hour process, the knotting of an NBA net inspires this low-
key elegant design. Crafted in Italy, the all-wool sweater features an embroidered Wings logo on the chest, and a 
metallic gold Air Jordan tag above one cuff. Available in black or off-white.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Inspired by knots on NBA net 
• 100% Italian wool 
• Embroidered Wings logo  



JORDAN WINGS LOGO TEE  
A 3D-embroidered Wings logo brings refined style to the all-cotton Jordan Wings Logo Tee. Made in Italy, the 
unisex shirt’s sleeves are set-in on the front for a classic look, and raglan style on the back for a smooth fit. Its 
notched hem is inspired by traditional basketball-jersey design. Available in black, white, or gray. 
 
Points of Distinction  

• 3D embroidered logo 
• Set-in and raglan-sleeve construction 
• Notched hem mimics basketball jersey  

 
JORDAN WINGS ‘BANNED’ TEE  
The famed marketing campaign that followed the NBA’s banning of the first AJ1 inspires a bold graphic tee. Made 
in Italy, the design features images from the '84-'85 Nike commercial, as well as embroidered details. The all-
cotton shirt’s sleeves are set-in on the front and raglan style on the back, while its notched hem mimics traditional 
basketball jerseys. Available in black or white.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Images from '84-'85 ‘Banned’ commercial 
• Set-in and raglan-sleeve construction 
• Notched hem inspired by classic jerseys  

 
JORDAN WINGS BUTTON-DOWN 
In what may just be the ultimate shirting collab, the Jordan Wings Button-Down Shirt merges dress-shirt styling 
with a basketball jersey-inspired layer. The striking design is made in Italy using premium cotton. A textured pique 
collar and ‘jersey’ add visual interest, while a Wings logo on the chest showcases the brand. Available in black or 
white—both with a black logo.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Hybrid button-down and basketball jersey design 
• Pique collar and jersey 
• Wings logo on chest  

 
JORDAN WINGS POPOVER 
Crafted in Italy by makers of the world’s most-elevated apparel, the all-nylon Jordan Wings Popover brings sport-
inspired style to any look. Featuring a stand-up collar and a bold Air Jordan jacquard logo, the oversized design has 
cropped sleeves and a half-zip closure for easy on-off. A bungee drawcord with cord locks on each side of the hem 
allows a custom fit. Available in black or off-white.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Oversized fit 
• Half-zip design 
• Bungee drawcord at hem  

 
JORDAN WINGS DIAMOND PANTS 
Taking a cue from the brand’s iconic shorts, the Jordan Wings Diamond Pants are hand stitched in Italy with allover 
diamond-shaped tucking detail. The all-nylon, oversized pants feature full-length bungee drawcords with cord 
locks at the ankle for customized style. A stretch waistband with an adjustable drawcord completes the sport-
inspired look. Available in black.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Diamond-shaped tucking detail 
• Dramatic, oversized style 
• Full-length bungee drawcords 



JORDAN WINGS LEATHER PANTS 
The ultimate in show-stopping style, Jordan Wings Leather Pants feature removable, above-the-ankle straps for 
luxurious versatility. The straight-leg design is made in Italy with lambskin for an ultra-rich look and feel. An 
internal drawcord offers a custom fit for the versatile, pull-on pants.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Made with supple lambskin 
• Removable strap 
• Pull-on design 

 
JORDAN WINGS SHORTS 
The perfect assist to the Jordan Wings Camp Shirt, the matching shorts feature an allover Air Jordan monogram 
jacquard for an elevated look and feel. Made in Italy, the all-nylon design has side pockets and a stretch waistband 
with an external drawcord for a dialed-in fit. Available in black or white.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Allover Air Jordan monogram jacquard  
• Stretch waistband with drawcord 
• Unisex design  

 
JORDAN WINGS DIAMOND SKIRT 
The Jordan Wings Diamond Skirt takes its inspiration from the brand’s iconic shorts—down to the diamond-framed 
Wings logo on each side. Made in Italy using supple lambskin, the nylon-lined skirt features a side zipper and 
waistband that’s hand stitched to mimic the shorts’ ribbing. Available in black.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Made with soft lambskin 
• Inspired by Jordan Diamond shorts 
• Hand-stitched waistband  

 
JORDAN WINGS BRA 
Proof that less really is more, the Jordan Wings Bra delivers major style impact in an ultra-versatile design. Made in 
Italy using buttery lambskin, the bra has a hook-and-eye closure on one side and a snap at the neckline for a sleek 
fit. Available in black.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Made with soft lambskin 
• Versatile style 
• Hook-and-eye and snap closure 

 
Accessories 
JORDAN WINGS CARDHOLDER 
Rich materials and a wing-inspired design add star quality to a practical piece. The Jordan Wings Cardholder is 
made in Italy using smooth Italian calfskin. Inspired by MJ’s number 23, one side of the cardholder has two card 
slots—and an imprinted Wings logo—while the other side has three slots and the Air Jordan logo. Contrasting 
brown leather lines the center pocket. Available in black or Infrared.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• 2 x 3 slots represent MJ’s number 23  

• Wing-inspired slot design 

• Wings and Air Jordan logos  
 



JORDAN WINGS POUCH  
The Jordan Wings Pouch brings elevated style to a versatile, unisex bag. (Rumor has it that MJ carries his cigars in 
one.) Made in Italy using luxurious calfskin, the Wings-shaped design features a gold Air Jordan logo on one side, 
and an imprinted Wings logo on the other. An interior patch pocket secures cards or a key. The Air Jordan-jacquard 
nylon strap detaches for a hand-carried look. Available in black or Infrared.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Distinctive wing-shaped design  

• Removable strap 

• Interior patch pocket  
 
JORDAN WINGS DUFFLE  
Obsessed craftsmanship meets modern utility in the Jordan Wings Duffle. Made in Italy with luxurious lambskin, 
the bag features an imprinted Wings logo on one side and a gold Air Jordan logo on the other. Dual strap options 
include an Air Jordan-jacquard hand strap and a detachable shoulder strap. Inside, the bag is fully lined with a 
monogram jacquard, while the full-zip top closure protects valuables. Included: a detachable keychain in the iconic 
Jordan accent color, Infrared.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Stacked, wing-inspired leather panels 
• Lined with Air Jordan monogram jacquard 
• Short and long strap options  

 
JORDAN WINGS BUCKET HAT 
A Jordan staple delivers streetwear style in an all-cotton design made in Italy. The hat’s nylon lining features an 
allover Air Jordan monogram jacquard, while a 3D-embroidered Wings logo brings an exclusive look. Fun fact: MJ 
grabbed the hat in every color when he was shown the collection. Available in black, white, or orange.  
 
Points of Distinction 

• Lined with Air Jordan monogram jacquard • 3D-embroidered Wings logo 

• Unisex design  
 
JORDAN WINGS TWO-FINGER RING 
Inspired by MJ’s taped game-day fingers, this substantial ring delivers standout style in a unisex design. Made in 
Italy using gold-plated brass inlaid with sleek black enamel, an Air Jordan logo adorns the top of the piece, and a 
Wings logo is featured on its profile.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Inspired by MJ’s taped game-day fingers 

• Made with gold-plated brass 

• Air Jordan and Wings logos  
 
JORDAN WINGS KEYCHAIN 
The Wings logo takes flight in an everyday essential. Made in Italy, the Jordan Wings Keychain is made using gold-
plated brass with inlaid black enamel. A keyring imprinted with Crafted for Flight and Air Jordan completes the 
standout design.  
 
Points of Distinction  

• Made with gold-plated brass 
• Inlaid with black enamel 
• 2 logos on keyring  

 



JORDAN WINGS SCARF  
Made in Italy by the makers of the world’s most-famed status scarves, the all-silk Jordan Wings Scarf showcases an 
oversized Wings logo within hand-rolled edges. The 90 x 90 cm design is destined to become any wardrobe’s most-
loved accessory. Available in black, white or starfish orange. 
 
Points of Distinction  

• Hand-rolled edges 
• Bold Wings logo 
• Versatile design  

 
Footwear 
AIR JORDAN 1 HIGH '85 WINGS 
Size: 3.5 – 18 
 
AIR JORDAN 1 HIGH '85 WINGS 
Size: 3.5 – 18 
 
AIR JORDAN 1 LOW '85 WINGS 
Size: 3.5 – 18 
 
AIR JORDAN 1 LOW '85 WINGS 
Size: 3.5 – 18 
 
All four designs were meticulously made in Italy, using the most luxurious materials ever applied to an AJ1. Three 
uppers are made with full-grain Italian leather; one with hair-on-hide Italian leather. Every upper is made up of 
three layers, all featuring hand-painted edges. Inside, heavy satin lining and foot-conforming foam deliver 
unprecedented comfort. 
 
Exclusive Design Elements 

• Debossed Wings logo on collar overlay of the AJ1 High 

• Woven Wings label on tongue 

• MJ’s signature and limited-edition number on tongue 

• Wings logo imprinted on sole  

• 2 premium sock liners (satin and leather) with metallic Wings logo 

• 4 lace options feature metallic gold aglets with Air Jordan logo  
 


